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Robert Fritch will explain a four-step process to
structure and motivate the use of interest-based
negotiation with diverse stakeholders.

The method is adapted from an article by Harvard negoti-
ation gurus Leonard Marcus and Barry Dorn. The “Walk
in the Woods” title refers to the problem-solving attempts
by two Cold War arms-reduction negotiators who were
facing an impasse in the negotiation talks, and took a
walk in the woods.

This lecture/seminar/workshop is designed to be accessible
to experienced mediators and those wishing to explore
conflict mediation.

Participants will have an opportunity to practice the four-
step process helpful in conflict resolution and mediation.

If you are interested in learning a step-by-step process of
addressing diverse differences between individuals or
groups, and in developing confidence in dealing with con-
flict and facilitating resolution of differences, please RSVP
to reserve your space in this special workshop presenta-
tion: jcivikly@unm.edu